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1 Introduction
Lifelong learning plays a fundamental role for the professional development of
learners. It starts at the initial training, from school to university with all degrees
and diplomas obtained, and continues throughout his career, with the different
jobs occupied. In fact, personal learning data will be maintained for a long time,
therefore they must be under the control of the learner.
Nowadays, personal learning data is dispersed across different and heteroge-
neous data sources: linkedIn, viadeo, e-portfelio, university web site, etc. None of
these infrastructures provid a trusted environment for long term learning, data
capitalization and personal learning management [16].
We envision a Decentralized Semantic Learning Infrastructure for lifelong
learning based on semantic web technologies which offers seamless personal learn-
ing data integration from multiples and heterogeneous data sources, thanks to
learner ontologies [13,2]. We propose two data integration services, the first ser-
vice stores learner data in a private datastore, and the second one collect data
during learning processes which allows to get fresh data, thanks to virtual data
integration [18]. learner needs to interact with different communities in order to
develop his autonomy which is an important point for lifelong learning. Decen-
tralization of our infrastructure provides full usage control to the data owner,
each learner can decide who can access what type of data and how they can
reuse data.
In this paper, we study the state of the art of the two main points of our
infrastructure for lifelong learning: semantic personal data integration of each
learner in section 2 and trusted data sharing between learners 3
2 Semantic Personal Data Integration
Querying autonomous and heterogeneous data sources is challenging. There are
two main approaches to resolve this problem of data integration: Data Warehous-
ing [21], and Mediators and Wrappers [22]. A data integration system is defined
using two schema: the global schema and the source schema, and a mapping
between these two schemas.
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Definition 1 (Data Integration System [3]). A data integration system I
is a triple <G, S,M> where
– G is the global schema, expressed in the relational model, possibly with con-
straints.
– S is the source schema, also expressed in the relational model.
– M is the mapping between G and S, constituted by a set of assertions of the
form qS ⊆ qG, where qS and qG are two queries of the same arity, respectively
over the source schema S and over the global schema G.
2.1 Data Warehousing
The principe of data warehousing is to transform all data into the same form and
to store it in a private space. Materialized views can be used in order to optimize
the query execution. However materialized view selection is a non-trivial problem
that has been deeply studied in the literature [7,10,5,12,9].
Data Warehousing approach is limited by the problem of freshness[1], i.e. in
the case of data updates, querying local data may produce stale answers and
materialized views must be maintained which can have a very high cost.
2.2 Virtual Integration using Mediators and Wrappers
In this approach, queries are posed on an intermediate layer called global schema
G (see definition 1), without having to move data from sources, which will be
transformed over global schema by wrappers and will be interrogated by medi-
ators. Views represent the relation between data and the global schema. This
approach allow querying fresh data where data transformation is performed in
dynamic fashion during the query time. There is four approaches for quering het-
erogeneous data sources: Global-As-View (GAV) [14], Local-As-View (LAV) [14],
Global-Local-As-View (GLAV) [8] and semLAV [18] which is an extention of LAV
for SPARQL queries.
Example 1. Lets consider the global schema composed by the following relations:
name(person, name), hasDiploma(person, diploma), university(diploma, univer-
sity), year(diploma, year), hasProgram(diploma, university, year, program) and
hasCourses(program, cours). Listing 2.2 presents the conjonctive query q written
according to the global schema, that asks for courses taken by a person.
q (C) :− name(M,N) , hasDiploma (M,D) , un i v e r s i t y (D,U) ,
year (D,Y) , hasProgram (D,U,Y,P) , hasCourses (P,C)
Listing 1.1: Conjunctive query q
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GAV mediators
Definition 2 (GAV approach [14]). In the GAV approach, for each relation
R in the mediated schema, we write a query over the source relations specifying
how to obtain R’s tuples from the sources.
For instance, each relation of the global schema from example 1 can be writ-
ten as views over sources s1, s2 and s3 as shown in Listing 1.1. Including new
sources and updating data sources may require the addition of new views or
the modification of several already defined views. For instance, if a new data
source s4 that provides detailed course programme is included, two views have
been added, one with a join with existing source s3 as shown in Listing 1.2. The
query is simply rewritten by substituting global schema relations in the query
by their correspond source views using query unfolding [6]. Listing 1.3 shows the
query q and his rewrtiting r by remplacing global schema relations in q using
views defined in Listing 1.1. In GAV approach, queries are naturaly rewritten
but including or updating data sources is not obvious.
name(M,N) ⊇ s1 (M,N)
hasDiploma (M,D) ⊇ s1 (M,N) , s2 (N,D,V)
un i v e r s i t y (D,U) ⊇ s1 (M,N) , s3 (N,D,U)
year (D,Y) ⊇ s1 (M,N) , s3 (N,D,Y)
Listing 1.2: GAV mapping with three sources s1, s2, s3
name(M,N) ⊇ s1 (M,N)
hasDiploma (M,D) ⊇ s1 (M,N) , s2 (N,D,V)
un i v e r s i t y (D,U) ⊇ s1 (M,N) , s3 (N,D,U)
year (D,Y) ⊇ s1 (M,N) , s3 (N,D,Y)
hasProgram (D,U,Y,P) ⊇ s3 (D,U,Y) , s4 (D,P)
hasCourses (P,C) ⊇ s4 (P,C)
Listing 1.3: GAV mapping after including s4
q (C) :− name(M,N) , hasDiploma (M,D) , un i v e r s i t y (D,U) ,
year (D,Y) , hasProgram (D,U,Y,P) , hasCourses (P,C)
r (A1) :− s1 (M,N) , s2 (N,D,V) , s3 (N,D,U) , s3 (N,D,Y) ,
s4 (D,P) , s4 (P,C)
Listing 1.4: Query q and its rewriting r using assertions from Listing 1.1
LAV mediators
Definition 3 (LAV approach [14]). In the LAV approach, the contents of a
data source are described as a query over the mediated schema relation.
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Listing 1.4 provides an example of mapping between sources s1, s2, s3 and s4
and global schema. For example, from source s3 we can get informations about
university where the learner obtained his diploma and the year of graduation.
Since sources are defined as views over global schema, including or updating data
sources do not affect existing mappings. Answering queries in LAV approach is
not as easy as in GAV approach, we cannot just unfolding the query using GAV
mappings, but we need to define rewritings of the query using notions of query
containment and equivalence [6,11], containment mapping [6], containment [6],
equivalent rewriting [11] and maximally-contained rewriting [11]. However, from
one conjunctive query, a very high number of rewritings may be generated. The-
orem 1 provides the number of candidate rewritings in the worst case.
Theorem 1 (Number of Candidate Rewritings [1]). Let N, O and M be
the number of query subgoals, the maximal number of views subgoals, and the set
of views, respectively. The number of candidate rewritings in the worst case is:
(O× |M|)N .
—-Calculer number of candidate rew ... ?
s1 (N,D,Y) ⊆ name(M,N) , hasDiploma (M,D) , year (D,Y)
s2 (D,U) ⊆ Diploma (D) , un i v e r s i t y (D,U)
s3 (D,U,Y) ⊆ hasDiploma (M,D) , un i v e r s i t y (D,U) , year (D,Y)
s4 (D,P,C) ⊆ Diploma (D) , hasProgram (D,U,Y,P) , hasCourses (P,C)
Listing 1.5: LAV mapping with four sources s1, s2, s3, s4
q (C) :− name(M,N) , hasDiploma (M,D) , un i v e r s i t y (D,U) ,
year (D,Y) , hasProgram (D,U,Y,P) , hasCourses (P,C)
r1 (C) :− s1 (N,D,Y) , s2 (D,U) , s4 (D,P,C)
r2 (C) :− s1 (N,D,Y) , s3 (D,U,Y) , s4 (D,P,C)
Listing 1.6: Query q and its two contained rewritings r1 and r2 using assertions
from Listing 1.4
GLAV mediators
GLAV approach is a generalization of both GAV and LAV approaches [8]. Map-
pings in GLAV are defined between views of sources schema. and views of global
schema as shown in Listing 1.6. GAV and LAV mappings are also GLAV map-
pings when only one relation of source schema or global schema is defined in
GLAV mappings, however the converse is not true, i.e. GLAV mappings are
neither LAV nor GAV mappings.
Query processing tasks in GLAV, i.e. query answering, query rewriting, perfect-
ness of rewritings and relative query containment to a mapping, are at least as
complex as LAV tasks for conjonctives queries [4].
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s1 (N,D,Y) , s2 (D,U) ⊆ name(M,N) , hasDiploma (M,D) ,
year (D,Y) , Diploma (D) , un i v e r s i t y (D,U)
s1 (N,D,Y) , s3 (D,U,Y) ⊆ name(M,N) , hasDiploma (M,D) ,
year (D,Y) , un i v e r s i t y (D,U)
Listing 1.7: GLAV sample mappings
semLAV mediators
Definition 4.
semLAV is a LAV-based approach with smart materialization of relevant views.
It selects relevant views for a query Q and ranks them in order to maximize
query results. Only top k ranked views are materialized. Contrary to traditional
LAV that depends on the number of rewrited conjunctive queries, SemLav avoids
generating rewritings and depends on the number and the size of relevant views.
Relevant views of query Q is computed using algorithm 1 [17] that correspond
to the first part of the bucket algorithm [15,11]. Algorithm 1 create a bucket for
each subgoal of query Q where a bucket is a set of its relevant views, then bucket
views are sorted according to the number of covered subgoals.
The global schema instance in semLAV is constructed using algorithm 2. One
view is selected from each bucket in an iterative fashion, and its data is loaded
into the instance.
Query can be executed after the addition of a new view to the instance which
produces partial results or it can be executed after including all k views to the
instance.
semLAV is a smart adaptation of LAV mediatoe for SPARQL queries, that allows
the execution of the SPARQL query by voiding the generation of the exponential
number of query rewriting, as with the traditional LAV mediator.
3 Trusted Data Sharing
They exists two kind of infrastructure in education domain: centralized infras-
tructures, for instance MAhara, LinkedIn, viadeo and decentralized infrastruc-
tures (peer-to-peer) sush as Elena and Edutella (see table ??.
Tools Context Centralized/P2P Access Control
Mahara1 e-portfolio Centralized Views
Elena [20] educational services P2P -
Edutella [19] educational services P2P -
LinkedIn2 professional social network Centralized -
Viadeo3 professional social network Centralized -
In our infrastructure we promote the peer-to-peer architecture that allows the
total control of private data. Each data owner can associate different policies for
reusing their data, depending on their privacy preferences.
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Algorithm 1: CreateBuckets Algorithm [17]
Input: V : set of View; m: integer; Q: ConjunctiveQuery (with m subgoals)
1 Procedure createBuckets(V, Q)
2 forall i ∈ 1 ≤ i ≤ m do
3 Bucketi ←− ∅
4 end
5 forall q ∈ body(Q) do
6 forall v ∈ V do
7 forall w ∈ body(v) do
8 if predicate(q) = predicate(w) then
9 if y = argument(k,w) ∧ distinguishable(y, v) then
10 ψ(y) = argument(k, q)
11 else
12 ψ(y) = newV ariable(Q,V )
13 end
14 end
15 if satisfiable(body(Q) ∧ (∀p : p ∈ body(v) : ψ(p))) then
16 if (∀a, i : distinguishable(a,Q) ∧ a = argument(i, q) :
distinguishable(argument(i, w), v)) then
17 Bucketi ←− Bucketi ∪ ψ(head(v))
18 end
19 end
20 end
21 end
22 end
23 end
24 end procedure
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Algorithm 2: The Global Schema Instance Construction and Query Ex-
ecution [18]
Input: Q: Query
Input: Buckets: Predicate → List < V iew >
Input: k: Int
Output: A: Set<Answer>
1 Stacks : Predicate → Stack<View> Vk : Set<View> G: RDFGraph
2 forall p ∈ domain(Buckets) do
3 Stacks(p)← toStack(Buckets(p))
4 end
5 while (∃p| : ¬empty(Stacks(p))) ∧ |Vk| < k do
6 forall p ∈ domain(Stacks) ∧ ¬empty(Stacks(p)) do
7 v ← pop(Stack(p))
8 if v 6∈ Vk then
9 load v into G only if is not redundant
10 A← A ∪ exec(Q,G) {Option 1: Execute Q after each successful load}
11 Vk ← Vk ∪ {v}
12 end
13 end
14 end
15 A← exec(Q,G) {Option 2: execute before exit}
Only Mahara provide a limited access control of personal data by defining data
views.
4 Conclusion
In this paper we discute the state of the art of the two main issues to construct
the decentralized and semantic learning Infrastructure for lifelong learning, i.e.
semantic personal data integration and trusted data sharing.
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